Complex cognitive functions, such as learning and memory, arise from the interaction of multiple brain regions that comprise functional circuits and different components of these circuits make unique contributions to learning. The hippocampus and the retrosplenial cortex (RSC) are anatomically interconnected and both regions are involved in learning and memory. Previous studies indicate that the hippocampus exhibits unique firing patterns for different contexts and that RSC neurons selectively respond to cues that predict reinforcement or the need for a behavioral response, suggesting a hippocampal role in encoding contexts and an RSC role in encoding behaviorally significant cues. To test this, we simultaneously recorded hippocampal and RSC neuronal activity as rats learned to discriminate two behavioral contexts. The rats learned to approach the east arm of a plus maze for reward during the first half of each session and to approach the west arm during the second half. The ''go east'' and ''go west'' conditions constitute distinct behavioral contexts, which were cued by the reward location. Neurons in both regions developed highly context-specific responses as subjects learned to discriminate the contexts, but the response patterns differed in the two brain regions. Consistent with a context processing role, hippocampal neurons developed context-specific responses to a variety of task stimuli and events. In contrast, RSC neurons only developed context-specific responses to the reward location, which served as the context identifying cue. These results suggest that the hippocampus and RSC play distinct, but complimentary roles in mediating context appropriate memories and behaviors. V V C 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
There is broad consensus that complex cognitive functions, such as learning and memory, arise from the interaction of multiple brain regions that comprise functional circuits (Gabriel, 1993; Aggleton and Brown, 1999; Mizumori et al., 2000) and that different components of these circuits make unique contributions to learning (White and McDonald, 2002; Kesner and Rogers, 2004) . The hippocampus and the retrosplenial cortex (RSC) are anatomically interconnected (van Groen and Wyss, 1990, 1992; Amaral and Witter, 1995) and both regions are involved in learning and memory. Damage to either region results in amnesia (Valenstein et al., 1987; Scoville and Milner, 2000) and both regions have been implicated in spatial cognition (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Olton et al., 1979; Sutherland et al., 1988; Cho and Sharp, 2001) and contextual learning (Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Keene and Bucci, 2008b) .
Despite these similarities, the functional roles of the hippocampus and RSC are not identical. For example, the hippocampus is critically involved in contextual learning (Maren, 2001; Smith, 2008) and hippocampal neurons exhibit context unique firing patterns that could serve as a neural code for the context (Smith and Mizumori, 2006b ). The RSC, in addition to being involved in contextual learning (Keene and Bucci, 2008b) , is known to be involved in discrimination tasks that do not depend on the hippocampus. For example, RSC lesions severely impair instrumental discrimination learning and RSC neurons preferentially respond to predictive cues (Gabriel, 1993; Smith et al., 2002) , suggesting that the RSC plays a general role in encoding behaviorally significant stimuli (i.e., stimuli that predict reinforcement or the need for a particular behavioral response).
These findings suggested the hypothesis that the hippocampus encodes contexts and the RSC encodes behaviorally significant cues and that these two structures function together to produce context-appropriate memories and behaviors. Supporting this hypothesis, fornix lesions disrupted context-specific firing patterns in the RSC and impaired contextual learning (Smith et al., 2004) . In the present study, we investigated this hypothesis by simultaneously recording neuronal activity in the hippocampus and RSC while rats learned to discriminate two behavioral contexts.
Contexts typically involve a complex array of static cues, making it difficult to measure neuronal responses to specific context identifying cues. In the present study, the contexts were defined only by the reward location which allowed us to record RSC neuronal responses to a single context identifying cue (the reward location). In this task, rats learned to approach the east arm of a plus maze for reward during the first half of each training session and to approach the west arm during the second half. The ''go east'' and ''go west'' conditions constitute two distinct behavioral contexts with different task demands. We have used this task to examine the hippocampal role in behavioral context discrimination and found that after learning, hippocampal neurons exhibit highly distinctive firing patterns in the go east and go west contexts, including context-specific spatial firing, reward responses and responses during the intertrial interval (Smith and Mizumori, 2006a,b; Gill et al., 2011) . Here, we compared hippocampal neuronal responses with those in the RSC and we examined the development of the task-relevant neuronal responses in each region by recording neuronal responses before learning, in a control condition that involved searching for rewards in unpredictable locations, and during each of the daily training sessions as the rats learned to discriminate the go east and go west behavioral contexts. If the neurons in these regions play a role in learning to discriminate behavioral contexts, then firing should be similar across the two halves of the control session, which did not involve a context manipulation, but the firing should become distinct in the two behavioral contexts as the rats learn the task.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects and Surgical Procedures
The subjects were 16 food restricted (80-85% of free feeding weight) adult male Long-Evans rats (Simonsen, CA). Movable stereotrode recording electrodes, fabricated by twisting together 2 25 lm lacquer coated tungsten wires (McNaughton et al., 1983) , were stereotaxically positioned just above the CA1 field of the hippocampus (2.5-4.5 mm posterior to bregma, 2.5 mm lateral, and 1.7 mm ventral to the brain surface) and the RSC (3.5-4.5 mm posterior to bregma, 0.5 mm lateral, and 0.3 mm ventral). RSC electrodes were implanted in the granular retrosplenial area b (Rgb), also referred to as the posterior cingulate cortex or Brodman's Area 29c. The rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (40 mg/kg). They were also given atropine sulfate (0.2 mg/kg) to prevent respiratory congestion, an antibiotic (5 mg/kg Baytril), and an analgesic (5 mg/kg ketoprofen). All procedures complied with guidelines established by the University of Washington Animal Care and Use Committee.
Behavioral Training
We reasoned that if the rats were required to perform different responses in two contexts that contained no distinguishing features, they would be forced to rely on internal representations to differentiate the contexts. Therefore, the rats were trained to retrieve rewards from one location on a plus maze during the first half of each training session and from a different location in the same environment during the second half of the sessions. The two session halves constituted separate behavioral contexts, which were defined by the task demands rather than the background stimuli. The environment and the specific motor behaviors (e.g., locomotion, right and left turns) were equivalent across contexts. Thus, any differential firing patterns in the two contexts cannot be attributed to these factors.
The maze was enclosed by curtains with objects placed around the perimeter to serve as extramaze cues. Trials began when the rats were placed on the maze facing the curtain at the end of an arm and ended when the rat arrived at the reward. During a 30 s intertrial interval (ITI), the rats were placed on a platform adjacent to the maze. The position of the ITI platform was constant throughout training.
Before beginning regular training sessions, the rats were given a random foraging control session during which baseline neuronal and behavioral data were collected for comparison with later training sessions. During this session, the rats started each trial on a randomly designated arm and foraged for rewards on a (different) randomly designated arm. The rats were given two blocks of 10 training trials, separated by 30 s of darkness. The training procedures and behavioral requirements did not differ between the two blocks of trials. Since the random foraging sessions did not have a context manipulation, firing patterns were expected to be similar across the two blocks of this session and any differences in firing would be due to changes in satiety, fatigue, or other factors unrelated to learning.
After the random foraging session, the rats were given daily training sessions consisting of two blocks of 15 trials each. During the first block of every training session, the reward was placed at the end of the east arm. During the second block, the reward was placed at the end of the west arm. The start positions for each trial were randomly designated from among the three nonreward arms. The two blocks were separated by 30 s of darkness to cue the rats that the second block was about to begin. Training continued with the same two reward locations until the rats attained a behavioral criterion of at least 75% correct choices on two consecutive sessions. After achieving this criterion, the rats were given 2-10 postcriterial training sessions for the collection of additional neuronal data during asymptotic performance.
Data Collection
Neuronal spike data and video data were collected throughout learning with the Cheetah Data Acquisition System (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT). Signals from the electrodes were amplified 2,000-10,000 times, filtered at 600 Hz and 6 kHz, and digitized. All waveforms exceeding a user-defined threshold were stored to disk along with their time of occurrence for offline analysis. Standard spike sorting techniques were used to separate the multi-unit records into component single units (MClust, A. D. Redish) . Waveform features used for sorting included spike amplitude, spike width, waveform principle components, and waveform area. Additional custom template matching algorithms were used to facilitate sorting. The rat's position and head direction were monitored by digitized video (sampled at 30 Hz) of an LED array attached to the rats head. Video data were also used to establish the time of the trial start, arrival at the reward and return to the ITI platform after each trial.
General Analysis Strategy for the Neuronal Data
This study is part of a series of experiments designed to identify the neural mechanisms of behavioral context discrimination (Smith and Mizumori, 2006a,b; Gill et al., 2011) . The goal of the present study is to compare the development of various types of neuronal responses in the hippocampus and RSC during learning. Previously, we reported that hippocampal neurons exhibit context specific responses after learning. Thus, the data of the random foraging session and asymptotic performance have been reported elsewhere (Smith and Mizumori, 2006b) . Some of those data are reproduced here for comparison with RSC neuronal data. To facilitate these comparisons, all the neuronal data were analyzed using the same methods as previous reports in this series.
Before beginning training, the recording probes were advanced until isolatable neuronal spikes were obtained. The same neurons were sometimes recorded for several training sessions (e.g., Fig. 2 ). However, it was typically not possible to reliably maintain records throughout training. Therefore, a strategy was adopted in which various population measures of neural responses were examined at different stages of learning. In keeping with this strategy, electrodes were advanced to obtain new units whenever records were lost.
Neurons were first classified as to whether they exhibited spatial or event responses. Neurons that had responses were then analyzed to determine whether context-specific responses developed as the rats learned to distinguish the two contexts. If the neuronal responses were sensitive to the behavioral context, firing should be similar across the two blocks of the random foraging session, which did not involve a context manipulation, but the firing across the two blocks (contexts) of regular training sessions should become differentiated with learning. The rats took varying numbers of sessions to reach the criterion. Therefore, the learning-related development of the neuronal responses were assessed by analyzing the data from a set of training sessions that were common to all rats, including the random foraging session, the first acquisition session, the middle training session and asymptotic performance sessions. The middle training session was simply the session that was half way through the duration of training for each rat. For example, for a rat that required seven sessions to reach the criterion the fourth training session served as the middle session. For those rats that took an even number of sessions, the session after the half way mark served as the middle session. The session in which the rats reached the behavioral criterion was included in the asymptotic performance data.
Analysis of Spatial Firing Patterns
Hippocampal pyramidal neurons and RSC neurons were classified as having a place field if they (a) fired in at least four adjacent pixels (2.8 3 2.8 cm 2 /pixel) but less than half of the maze area (b) had a within field firing rate at least twice that of the firing rate outside the field and (c) fired during more than 50% of the passes through the field (Smith and Mizumori, 2006b ). To examine learning related changes in spatial firing patterns, separate firing rate maps were constructed for the first and second blocks of each training session and a pixel by pixel correlation coefficient (Pearson's r) of the firing rates was computed. Only the pixels visited in both blocks were used. The correlation coefficients served as a measure of the similarity of the spatial firing patterns across the two blocks of trials. To assess learning-related changes in the spatial firing patterns, the correlation coefficients of neurons recorded during different stages of training were compared using analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Analysis of Event-Related Firing
These analyses examined neuronal responses to the reward and the return of the subjects to the ITI platform after training trials. ITI responses were examined because they could be involved in the maintenance of memories for past or future reward locations during the delay in between trials (Pastalkova et al., 2008) . Perievent time histograms were constructed with the data centered on the arrival at the reward location and the ITI platform. Separate histograms were constructed for the two blocks of trials within each session. The firing frequencies of the 10 pre-event bins (100 ms bins) were compared to the 10 postevent bins using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Neurons with a significant (P < 0.05) difference between pre-and postevent firing rates were classified as having an event response.
The data of neurons that exhibited event responses were further analyzed to detect differences in event-related neuronal firing across the two blocks of each training session. For these analyses, the values in the histograms were normalized (z-transformation) using the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the firing rate recorded for 5 s prior to the event. Thus, the firing rate data were expressed in standard units of change from the preevent baseline. The 10 postevent bins of the first block were compared to 10 postevent bins of the second block. Neurons with an event response that also exhibited a significant (P < 0.05) difference between the two blocks were classified as having a context-specific event response. Learning related development of event responses was assessed by submitting the percentage of neurons with context-specific responses at different stages of training to Chi Square analysis.
The spatial firing and the firing around the time of the rewards was examined for each neuron in order to ensure that place fields near the goal locations were not mistakenly classified as reward responses, and vice versa. Responses were classified as reward responses if they were time-locked to the reward and if they did not occur in the same location and facing the same direction when there was no reward, such as when the rat was placed at the end of that arm for the start of trials. Otherwise, they were classified as spatial responses.
The numbers of neurons recorded in each brain region during each stage of training are given in Table 1 . The variation in the numbers of neurons recorded during the different stages of training was largely due to our recording procedures, rather than some training-related change in the physiological proper-ties of the neurons (e.g., silent neurons becoming active with training). The electrodes were advanced until isolatable units were located before the critical training session, such as the first session or the criterial session. However, it was not possible to anticipate which session would fall in the middle of acquisition so it was less likely that electrodes were advanced prior to those sessions. The largest number of neurons in each area was recorded during asymptotic performance, because we gave subjects up to 10 postcriterial (asymptotic) training sessions and advanced the electrodes between each session in order to improve the yield.
RESULTS
Behavior
The rats achieved the performance criterion in an average of 6.7 sessions. As expected, the rats chose the rewarded arm at chance levels during the random foraging control session (35.71% correct, compared to chance performance of 33.3%, one-sample t-test, t (13) 5 1.01, P 5 0.33). Choice accuracy improved significantly with training (F[3,39] 5 72.47, P < 0.001) and, although post hoc comparisons indicated that choice accuracy did not improve during the first training session, performance did improve significantly at each stage of training thereafter until the rats reached an average of 83.63% correct at asymptote (P < 0.05, Fig. 1A) .
After completing the first block of trials, the maze room lights were extinguished for 30 s to cue the rats that the second block of trials was about to begin. However, the rats apparently did not use this cue. Instead, on the first trial of the second block, they incorrectly approached the previously rewarded (east) location 97% of the time, on average, even after their overall performance had reached asymptote. There were no context-identifying cues available at the start of the training trials. However, the rats were always allowed to search until they found the reward. Finding the reward on the east arm confirmed that the go east context was still in effect. When the reward was no longer found on the east arm, the rats began to go to the west arm. Thus, the reward was not only the reinforcing stimulus. The reward and its location also served as a discriminative cue that allowed the rats to differentiate the east and west contexts.
Spatial Firing Patterns of Hippocampal and Retrosplenial Cortical Neurons
Hippocampal neurons have long been known to exhibit spatially localized firing (i.e., place fields, O' Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) . Previous studies have shown that RSC neurons also exhibit spatially localized firing patterns (Cho and Sharp, 2001 ). In the present study, neurons in both structures exhibited place fields although they differed with respect to how the fields developed ( Figs. 1 and 3) . Consistent with previous reports (e.g., Frank et al., 2004) , hippocampal neurons exhibited place fields during the first recording session and they continued to exhibit place fields throughout learning. The proportion of neurons that exhibited place fields did not change significantly with training (X (3) 2 5 3.47, P 5 0.33, Fig. 1L ). In contrast, RSC neurons acquired place fields as the rats learned the task. The proportion of RSC neurons that exhibited place fields The table shows the total number of neurons (N) recorded in each brain region. The number and percentage of neurons that exhibited place fields which met our criteria are shown, along with the average spatial correlation (r) and SEM for those neurons. Also shown are the number of neurons that exhibited reward and ITI responses that did not differ in the two contexts (nonspecific) and the number that exhibited significantly different responses in the two contexts (context-specific).
Values that differed significantly (P < 0.05) from the random foraging control session are indicated with a (*) while values that approached significance (0.05 < P < 0.10) are indicated with a (h). indicating the similarity of the spatial firing patterns are given for each pair of plots. Plots B and C illustrate the firing patterns of two neurons recorded during the first and second halves of the random foraging session (Blocks 1 and 2). For each trial, rewards were placed at the end of randomly designated arms and the rat started on one of the three nonrewarded arms. Plots D-F illustrate the firing patterns of neurons recorded during the first training session. Each pair of plots illustrates neuronal firing during the first half of the session (Go East) when the reward was always placed on the east arm, and during the second half (Go West) when the reward was always placed on the west arm. Similarly, plots G-H and plots I-J illustrate the firing patterns of neurons recorded during the middle acquisition session and during asymptotic performance, respectively. Prior to training, the neuronal firing patterns were highly similar across the two blocks of training (e.g., B and C). Early in training, the firing patterns of some neurons were similar in the two contexts (e.g., D) while others were more distinct in the two contexts (e.g., F). As learning progressed, the firing patterns of the neurons became more distinct (e.g., G-J). This can be seen in the bar plots, which summarize the spatial firing of the hippocampal neuronal population during each stage of training. The average spatial correlation scores declined as the rats learned to discriminate the two contexts (K). The percentage of neurons that exhibited a place field did not change with training (L). Plots B, I and J were adapted from (Smith and Mizumori, 2006b) . [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.] increased significantly with learning (X (3) 2 5 13.70, P < 0.01, Fig. 3K ).
Previously, we reported that hippocampal neurons exhibited different spatial firing patterns after the rats had learned to discriminate the go east and go west contexts (Smith and Mizumori, 2006b ). Importantly, the differential firing patterns were not due to differences in the direction of travel or differences in the specific trajectories taken to the reward. For example, rats typically passed through the place fields in the same direction during the east and west contexts, either because the rat made errors or because the place field was located on a part of the maze that was traversed similarly in both contexts. Even when the analysis was limited to passes through the fields in the same direction; neuronal firing was significantly different in the two contexts. Additionally, the place fields did not rotate 1808 when the reward location changed from the east arm to the west arm. Each of these possibilities was examined and eliminated previously for this data set (for details see Smith and Mizumori, 2006b ).
In the present study, we examined the development of these responses over the course of several training sessions. Spatial correlation scores reflecting the similarity of the spatial firing patterns were computed for each neuron that exhibited a place field. The average spatial correlation scores exhibited a marginally significant decline with training (F[3,170] 5 2.25, P < 0.085), suggesting that the spatial firing patterns became more distinct as the rats learned to distinguish the two contexts ( Fig.  1K ). Post hoc comparisons indicated that the spatial correlation scores were significantly reduced during asymptotic performance (P < 0.05) and marginally significantly reduced during the middle training session (P 5 0.065). Thus, the spatial correlation scores did not begin to decline, on average, until the middle of acquisition (marginally) or until asymptote.
Although the spatial correlation scores declined gradually over the course of several sessions, our observations suggested that hippocampal neurons developed context-specific firing patterns at different times. Some hippocampal neurons exhibited context-specific firing patterns on the first day of training (e.g., Fig. 1F ). Consistent with this idea, the percentage of the spatial correlation scores that fell in the bottom quartile of the distribution increased from 23.5% during the random foraging session to 36.7% during the first training session. This result suggests that, although the average correlation scores were not significantly reduced during the first session, some neurons began to differentiate the two contexts during the first training session. Most neurons started out with similar responses during the random foraging session and, at some point in training, the responses became differentiated in the two contexts (Fig. 2) . Context-specific firing patterns may have emerged at different times for different neurons.
Like hippocampal neurons, RSC neurons exhibited spatial firing. However, unlike hippocampal neurons, the proportion of RSC neurons that exhibited place fields increased significantly with learning (described above) and the spatial correlation scores did not change with training (F[3,80] 5 0.38, P 5 0.77, Fig. 3E ). Thus, the learning related changes in the spatial firing patterns of hippocampal and RSC neurons differed in two ways. First, hippocampal place fields were present from the outset of recording, whereas RSC place fields developed with training. Second, the spatial firing patterns of hippocampal neurons clearly differentiated the go east and go west behavioral contexts whereas the RSC firing patterns did not. The fact that only one of the two regions exhibited differential firing patterns in the east and west contexts (the hippocampus) indicates that such differential firing patterns were not simply an artifact of the training procedures or analysis methods.
Previously, RSC neurons have been shown to exhibit directionally selective firing (i.e., head direction neurons) and place fields (i.e., place fields, Cho and Sharp, 2001) . Additionally, many of the RSC place cells of the previous studies exhibited The development of context-specific neuronal firing is shown in an individual hippocampal neuron which was recorded for 5 consecutive days (labels as in Fig. 1 ). Plots are shown for the first and second halves (Blocks 1 and 2) of the random foraging session (RF) and for the first, second and fourth regular acquisition sessions (ACQ1, ACQ2, and ACQ4). Spatial correlation coefficients (r) of the firing rate maps are given for each pair of plots. Behavioral performance during each half session is indicated by the percentage of trials with correct responses. The firing patterns were similar during the random foraging session and the first acquisition session. However, they became more distinct as the rat learned the context appropriate responses. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.] directionality or were responsive to complex combinations of location, directional heading and various kinds of movements. In the present study, we did not find head directional firing and RSC neurons exhibited very similar spatial firing patterns in the east and west contexts, suggesting that they were not modulated by directional and movement variables. This may have been due to regional differences in the RSC. The recordings of the previous study were 1.2-2.2 mm caudal to those of the present study. Although both recording sites are part of the regions commonly referred to as the RSC in the rat, there may be important differences in the cytoarchitecture and connectivity along the rostral-caudal extent of the RSC (for reviews see van Groen et al., 1993; Vogt, 1993) .
Hippocampal and Retrosplenial Cortical Event Related Neuronal Responses
Hippocampal and retrosplenial cortical neurons responded to task relevant events, such as the reward and the return of the rat to the intertrial interval (ITI) platform after training trials. However, the two regions differed in the way these responses developed over the course of learning.
Hippocampal neurons developed highly context-specific responses to the reward (Fig. 4 and Table 1 ). The percentage of neurons exhibiting a context-specific reward response increased significantly across the four stages of training (Fig. 4E, X (3) 2 5 16.45, P < 0.001) and this percentage increased significantly dur- Fig. 1 ). Data are shown for the random foraging session, the first training session, the middle training session and during asymptotic performance. The neuronal firing patterns were generally similar in the two contexts and this did not change with training. This can be seen in the bar plots, which summarize the spatial firing of the RSC neuronal population during each stage of training. In contrast to the hippocampus, the average spatial correlation scores of RSC neurons did not change with training (E). However, the percentage of neurons that exhibited a place field increased with training (K ing the first training session, relative to the random foraging session (X (1) 2 5 6.67, P < 0.05). Hippocampal neurons also developed context-specific responses at the end of training trials when the rat was returned to the ITI platform (X (3) 2 5 8.01, P < 0.05, Fig. 4K ). These responses developed more gradually than the context-specific reward responses. The percentage of neurons with an ITI response did not increase significantly during the first training session (X (1) 2 5 1.84, P 5 0.18), but it was increased during asymptotic performance (X (1) 2 5 7.55, P < 0.01), relative to the random foraging session.
RSC neurons developed robust context-specific responses to the reward during the first training session. Prior to training, during the random foraging session, 17.86% (10/56) of the neurons exhibited significant responses to the reward. That percentage increased to 44.44% (20/45) on the first day of training and the responses became markedly different in the two contexts for all but one of these neurons ( Fig. 5 and Table 1 ). Overall, the percentage of RSC neurons with a context-specific reward response increased significantly with training (X (3) 2 5 17.48, P < 0.001, Fig 5H) . Moreover, this percentage increased significantly during the first training session, relative to random foraging (X (1) 2 5 10.60, P < 0.001). Interestingly, the dramatic increase in context-specific reward responses occurred during the first session, before behavioral performance had improved significantly from chance levels.
Previous studies showed that RSC neurons respond to behaviorally significant cues (i.e., those cues that predict reinforcement or the need for a particular behavioral response, Smith et al., 2002) . The behavioral results described above indicate that, in the present experiment, the reward and its location was a critically important cue that the rats used to identify the current context (go east or go west). Thus, the rapid development of highly selective RSC neuronal responses to the reward and its location may have been critical for the rats to be able to discriminate the two contexts.
RSC neurons also responded to other task relevant events, such as the end of training trials when the rat was returned to the ITI platform after the completion of training trials, and some of these responses differed in the go east and go west contexts (Table 1) . However, unlike hippocampal ITI responses, these responses did not develop significantly with training (X (3) 2 5 5.43, P < 0.15). Since the percentage of the neuronal population responding to these events was the same during the random foraging control condition and during learning, these responses cannot be clearly associated with contextual learning. Peri-event time histograms illustrate event related firing of individual RSC neurons recorded during each of stage of training (labels as in Fig. 4 ). Examples of reward responses recorded during the first training session are shown in plots A-C. Insets in A and B illustrate the firing of the same neurons on the previous day's random foraging session when no reward response was evident. Examples of reward responses recorded during the middle training session (D) and asymptotic performance (E-G) are also shown. The percentage of RSC neurons that exhibited context specific reward responses increased during the first training session and remained high throughout training (plot H).
Differential Responses Did Not Develop During Control Sessions
Context-specific spatial and event related responses developed only when the rats were trained to discriminate the two behavioral contexts. As discussed above, neuronal populations exhibited context-specific responses during training, but not during random foraging. As an additional control, three rats were given two to five additional random foraging sessions before beginning context training. These sessions allowed for neuronal recording during repeated training sessions without the context manipulation. Significant block differences in the place fields and event responses did not develop during these sessions. As reported previously (Smith and Mizumori, 2006b) , the average spatial correlation coefficients of hippocampal neurons recorded after repeated random foraging sessions did not differ from those of neurons recorded during the initial random foraging session (F[1,28] 5 2.06, P 5 0.17). The percentage of neurons with block specific reward responses also did not change with repeated random foraging sessions (6.9% after repeated sessions compared to 6.1% during the initial session, X (1) 2 5 0.03, P 5 0.34). Similarly, the reward responses of RSC neurons did not develop block specificity with repeated random foraging sessions (22.2% during the initial session and 22.2% after repeated sessions, X (1) 2 5 0.0, P 5 1.0). These results indicated that the development of context-specific firing patterns could not be attributed to repeated exposure to the training environment or to changes in arousal or motivation over the course of training or during a given training session.
Comparison of HPC and RSC Neuronal Responses
Both hippocampal and RSC neurons exhibited spatial and event-related firing. However, there were some regional differences in the characteristics of these responses (see Table 2 ). Overall, 38.3% of hippocampal pyramidal neurons exhibited place fields compared to 23.0% of RSC neurons. The average firing rate of RSC neurons was much higher than hippocampal neurons (average overall firing rate: 17.5 Hz compared to 2.2 Hz in the hippocampus), and this was apparent in the place fields and the event responses. RSC neurons also had larger place fields, which often encompassed an entire arm of the maze. Although RSC neurons fired at a higher rate within their place fields, the contrast between in field and out of field firing was much greater in hippocampal neurons. On average, the within field firing rate of hippocampal neurons was more than 50 times the out of field firing rate, compared to nine times in RSC neurons.
Event responses also differed in the two regions. Because of the low baseline firing rate, hippocampal event responses typically consisted of increased firing at the time of the event. In contrast, RSC neurons exhibited a variety of response types. Some RSC neurons exhibit relatively brief increases in firing which were closely time-locked to the reward (e.g., Fig. 5G ).
Others exhibited a more gradual buildup in firing as the rat approached the reward, typically with a peak in firing during reward consumption. Many of these neurons also exhibited sustained firing at the reward until the rat was removed from the maze and placed on the ITI platform (e.g., Figs. 5C,F) . Interestingly, context specificity often appeared as increased firing in response to the reward in one context, but decreased firing in the other context (e.g., Figs. 5A,E,F). This pattern of responses could serve to amplify the differential processing of the two reward locations.
DISCUSSION
Hippocampal and RSC neurons developed highly contextspecific responses as subjects learned to discriminate the two behavioral contexts. These results, in combination with contextual learning impairments resulting from lesions of either region (e.g., Keene and Bucci, 2008b; Kim and Fanselow, 1992) , indicate that the hippocampus and RSC are part of a circuit that mediates contextual learning and memory, including those contexts that are defined by their behavioral demands. However, hippocampal and RSC neurons exhibited different kinds of responses and the responses developed differently in the two brain regions, suggesting that they make different contributions to the contextual learning process. Importantly, hippocampal and RSC neuronal responses developed as a function of learning and they did not develop in a control condition that did not involve contextual learning.
Not surprisingly, hippocampal neurons exhibited place fields during the first session and throughout training. However, the spatial representations became progressively more distinct in the go east and go west contexts as the rats learned. At the population level, the average spatial correlation scores changed gradually until the firing patterns became context specific after learning. However, some individual neurons developed context specific firing patterns during the early stages of learning, suggesting that context specific firing patterns emerged at different times for different neurons. Previously, we have suggested that these context specific firing patterns could serve as a neural representation of the context (Smith and Mizumori, 2006b) . The present results suggest that individual context specific neuronal responses accumulate as the rats learn the task, eventually The average area, the within field firing rate, the ratio of within field firing rate to out of field firing and the reliability (the proportion of passes through the field during which the neuron fired) are given.
resulting in a unique population code for each context. Consistent with this idea, differential firing develops rapidly in tasks that are learned quickly (Lee et al., 2006) and more slowly in tasks that require more training (the present study and the ''skipped reward'' task of Bower et al., 2005) . Hippocampal neurons also responded to task relevant events, including the reward and the ITI, and these responses also became highly context specific as the rats learned to discriminate the east and west contexts. The context specific reward responses developed on the first day of training and they continued to develop with training. The context specific ITI responses developed more slowly, reaching maximum prevalence during asymptotic performance. These ITI responses are consistent with recent reports of differential firing during the delay period of spatial alternation tasks and they may play an important role in maintaining memory during the delay (Ainge et al., 2007; Pastalkova et al., 2008; Gill et al., 2011) .
The pattern of results in the RSC was quite different from the hippocampus. RSC neurons also exhibited place fields but they differed from hippocampal neurons in terms of their development and context sensitivity. Whereas hippocampal place fields were present from the outset and they became context specific as the rats learned, RSC place fields developed over the course of learning and they were not context specific. RSC neurons also responded to the reward and the ITI. Like the spatial responses, ITI responses in the RSC were not context specific. Only the reward responses differentiated the east and west contexts.
In the present study, the reward and its location played a critical role as the cue that subjects used to identify the current behavioral context (see behavioral results). Although RSC neurons responded to many of the same task stimuli as hippocampal neurons, they only developed context-specific responses to this important cue. Studies of instrumental discrimination learning have shown that RSC neurons preferentially respond to cues that predict reinforcement or the need for a behavioral response and lesions of the RSC impair learning (Gabriel, 1993; Smith et al., 2002; Keene and Bucci, 2008a) . Interestingly, RSC neurons respond to any predictive cue, regardless of whether the reinforcement is aversive or appetitive and regardless of the specific behavioral response (e.g., avoidance or approach responses, Smith et al., 2004) . Our results support the idea that RSC neurons encode behaviorally significant cues and expand this idea to include context-identifying cues.
Findings from studies of spatial navigation are also consistent with a RSC role in processing behaviorally significant cues. For example, rats with RSC lesions failed to use extra-maze cues for navigation in a radial maze task (Vann and Aggleton, 2005) and showed impaired navigation to a visible platform in the Morris water maze even though swimming behavior was normal (Cain et al., 2006) . In the present study, the hippocampus and RSC both generated spatial representations (place fields). However, the hippocampal representation was highly sensitive to changes in the behavioral context while the RSC was not, perhaps because the spatial geometry was the same in the two contexts and spatial cues were not useful for context discrimi-nation. That is, unlike hippocampal place neurons, RSC neurons may encode spatial geometry as a potentially significant cue with differential responses only when the spatial cues have important discriminative value. This account suggests that if the contexts were defined by the spatial cues, with different behavioral responses required in different environments, RSC neurons would develop different place fields in the two contexts. The RSC has been proposed as an important component of the brain's navigation system (e.g., Mizumori et al., 2000) and the present results are consistent with this idea. However, the RSC role in navigation may reflect a more general role in processing behaviorally significant cues, including spatial cues.
The overall pattern of results from this study indicates that hippocampal neurons develop context specific responses to a wide variety of task stimuli and events, but RSC neurons only developed context-specific responses to the cue that subjects used to identify the current behavioral context. The result is that, regardless of the rat's location or the stimuli being encountered, hippocampal output is unique to the current context and could therefore serve as a continuous neural code for the context. In contrast, context specific firing in the RSC was focused exclusively on the reward. This differential RSC signal was generated rapidly, during the first day of training, before the rats exhibited significant behavioral evidence of learning, and was very robust, with nearly 45% of RSC neurons exhibiting the differential response. Thus, these results are consistent with the hypothesis that the hippocampus encodes contexts and the RSC encodes behaviorally significant cues, including those cues that identify the current context.
If so, then the hippocampus and RSC must work in concert to allow subjects to produce context-appropriate memories and behaviors. In our task, RSC input may be needed for the development of hippocampal context representations. Because the environment was the same for the east and west trials, most of the input to the hippocampus was similar in the two contexts. However, the early developing context specific RSC reward responses may have prompted the development of context specific firing patterns in the hippocampus. This account suggests that RSC lesions would impair the use of specific cues to identify the context and disrupt hippocampal context representations. Although this has not been tested directly, the results of lesion studies are consistent with this idea. Inactivation of the RSC causes remapping of hippocampal place fields in a familiar environment (Cooper and Mizumori, 2001) . This disruption of hippocampal firing patterns may have occurred because, without RSC input, the subjects failed to identify the familiar context, leading the hippocampus to generate a new context representation. Interestingly, RSC inactivation also impaired performance when rats were tested in a novel context (in the dark, Cooper and Mizumori, 1999) . Thus, the RSC may provide cue-related information to update hippocampal spatial representations.
Information flow in the opposite direction, from the hippocampus to the RSC, is also important, particularly when the significance of a cue depends upon the context. For example, RSC neurons exhibit different responses to discriminative audi-tory cues depending on the context (Freeman et al., 1996) . Fornix lesions, which partially disconnect the hippocampus and RSC, disrupt the context-specific firing patterns in the RSC and impair the ability to learn different behaviors in different contexts (Smith et al., 2004) . Thus, the hippocampal-RSC interactions that mediate contextual learning processes are bidirectional.
A growing literature from human fMRI studies highlights the shared memory role of the hippocampus and RSC. For example, both regions are active during spatial navigation (Maguire, 2001) and episodic memory (Ranganath et al., 2005; Steinvorth et al., 2006) . In a result that is remarkably consistent our findings, Bar and Aminoff (2003) reported that cues with strong contextual associations evoked activity in the RSC. Several recent studies have examined the neural substrates of imagining future episodes (e.g., imagining your next birthday party). This process probably involves mentally constructing a context and placing yourself within that context (Szpunar and McDermott, 2008) . The hippocampus and RSC have both been repeatedly implicated in this task (Addis et al., 2007; Szpunar et al., 2007; Schacter et al., 2008) . Thus, considerable evidence indicates that the hippocampus and RSC function together in contextual memory tasks. The present results highlight this interaction while pointing out the distinct contributions each structure makes to contextual memory.
